Valued customers, thanks to choose Lightfe flashlight. We have focused on handheld flashlight, headlamp, bicycle lighter and outdoor illumination devices, and integrated in those items R & D, manufacture, sale for more than 10 years. We provide for every user with professional, stable, durable, efficient, advanced illumination devices, make all users enable to take proud to face night coming.

1. D01 is a portable LED flashlight, just powered by one AA battery, compact size and convenient carry; 
2. Unique flat-standing rear surface, which can stand up side down on tables to use; 
3. Single tail switch is convenient operation and quick activity; 
4. Knurling handle is comfortable in hand feeling and anti-slid; 
5. Digital regulated current output and constant brightness; 
6. With the special diffuser, it can be used as a camping lamp, signal stick or bracket light; 
7. Optional 5 modes satisfy your demands in different working environments.

- Waterproof Rate: IPX-8;
- Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass optical lens;
- Impact Resistance: Max. 1.5 meters;
- Dimensions: 102mm(length) × 21.5mm(diameter);
- Net. Weight: 58 grams (without battery);
- Body Material: High strength aerospace aluminum alloy;
- Take out the battery if the flashlight will not be used for a long period;
- Non-professionals would not be allowed to disassemble the flashlight to prevent from damage to the circuit board.

Battery Insertion Evolution
- Press the tail switch Scr
- ew on tail cap and start using
- Insert the battery as evolution picture
- Press the switch down for 2 seconds to turn on the flashlight, then press the switch to select brightness modes in sequence High / Medium / Low / Strobe / SOS.
- Battery Features
  1. Powered by 1* AA alkaline or Ni-Mh battery;
  2. Runtime: depending on the battery capacity, the average is 0.7h @ high; 2 hs @ medium; 40 hs @ low.

Notes:
- The above data based on lab testing, will vary with different batteries and environment in actual using.
- Strongly recommend to use excellent quality battery;
- This flashlight is a high light intensity device capable of causing a user’s or other’s eyes damage, avoid to shine directly into eyes.
- Do not make the flashlight touch with sunshine, water, chemicals and corrosive gas for long time, avoid to damage to the protection coat;
- Suggest lubricating or replacing the O-ring to ensure its waterproof performance;
- Suggest sweeping up Vaseline on the screw 2-3 times per year to ensure of the screw to rotate smoothly;
- Suggest using soft brush and alcohol to clean the flashlight when needed;

---

**Portability:**
- Easy to carry
- 150m beam distance
- IPX-8 waterproof Rate
- 1.5 meter impact resistance

**Features:**
- CREE XP-G2 LED source;
- Lifespan 50,000 hours;
- Max. Light intensity 3500cd;
- Max.150 lumens @ high mode ; 50 lumens @ medium mode; 10 lumens @ low mode;
- 5. Max. 120 meters beam distance.